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PROJECTS & INSTALLATIONS

We offer a wide range of inspection services including: 
4	Six-monthly and yearly thorough reports of examination 
4 Safety checks  4	Maintenance inspections
4	All in compliance with Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment  
 Regulations [LOLER]

Our technical staff inspect:  
4	Theatres  4	Schools  4 Individual wires 
4 Lifting equipment  4 Winches

Flints collaborates with a wide variety of artists and venue technical 
staff to install works in a way that will transform their space. Our 
team has experience of working in both performance venues and 
unconventional spaces. This experience means that we can best work 
out suitable methods of hanging for your requirements using a wide 
range of materials and techniques.
Our staff have extensive knowledge of both fibre rope and wire rope 
manufacturing. We have training from the following:
4	International Powered Access Federation   [IPAF] 
4	Lifting Equipment Engineers Association    [LEEA]
4	Prefabricated Access Suppliers’ and Manufacturers Association   [PASMA]

[Ask to see our TEAM Cards]

With our experience in several fields we’re 
well placed to be able to consult on new 
venue requirements, either new builds or 
refurbishments. We’re full of ideas on how 
to improve or lay out venues to provide 
for future requirements such as flexible 
performance spaces and rigging possibilities. 

Flints supplies and installs tracking from all the main manufacturers 
[from page 217]. In addition to completely new systems, we are well 
placed to also extend existing set ups as we have expertise in such 
a wide range of track systems. If you’re having problems with your 
tracking, we offer a refurbishment service to get your set-up running 
like new.
We’re also able to provide draping to industry standards: from plush 
front of house drapes, to wing masking, and even blackout drapes — we 
supply it all.
We can also supply temporary tracking set-ups for specialist 
requirements such as shoots on a hires basis, see page 367. 

Something odd? We’re happy to speak to anyone that has an out-of-
left-field project requiring an open mind. Control ropes in a cereal 
factory? Suspend a leopard in a fridge for a TV show? Rope swings for 
an outdoor event? And yes, these are all real projects, so we really 
are the right people!

Contact us:
o	Barry Hudson — Rigging 
 barry.hudson@flints.co.uk Tel: 020 7703 9786 [#712]
4	For General Rigging, PPE, Inspection, and Installs

o	Gary Cross — Projects 
 gary.cross@flints.co.uk Tel: 020 7703 9786 [#706]
4	For Stage Tracking & Rigging, Installs, and Scenic Construction Advice.

INSPECTION SERVICES AND CERTIFICATION

STAGE TRACKING AND DRAPES

NEW VENUES

SPECIALSINSTALLATIONS AND RIGGING

No project too small
As a leading name in the entertainment industry, Flints has been advising 
and assisting on projects for over 35 years. Our breadth of experience 
ranges from working on staging and tracking systems, to laying specialist 
dance floors, to fitting out photography studios, and installing complex 
art works. Flints is extremely well placed to act as consultants from the 
earliest stages, whatever the size and nature of your project. 
We have recently worked with:
 4 The BBC 4	ITV 4	Amazon

Project Spotlight:  
Resounding by Annie Cattrell

Installed in 2015 at Oxford Brookes University this piece also features 
our unique micro cable system to hang the “droplets” [page 161].

Project Spotlight:  
Conrad Shawcross’ Space Trumpet

In 2013 we advised and helped before and during the install to get this 
sculpture perfectly placed in the atrium of Unilever House.


